TDS ORC reviews referral and follows in the background if patient has donation potential. ORC gives a direct number to medical staff to call with any updates on patient.

Organ Recovery Coordinator Notified:
- Patient assessed: Admission course, PMH, labs, diagnostic studies, radiological studies
- Clinical Exam
- Team Huddles
- Patient maintained awaiting:
  - brain death testing (BD)
  - withdrawal of life sustaining measures (DCD)

What should I say when calling an organ referral to TDS and the pt is non-ventilated, but discussions of w/d of cardiopulmonary support have been discussed?
“I am making an organ referral on a pt who is being supported by a mechanical circulatory device. I need to speak with an organ recovery coordinator.”

Make the call within 1 hour 1(800) 969-4438

TDS and the medical team will have a planned approach at the appropriate time if the patient has at least one transplantable organ.

Refer patient with:
- Ventilated and/or on ECMO or beginning conversation of discontinuing Circulatory Support Devices
- Patient maintained awaiting:
  - brain death testing (BD)
  - withdrawal of life sustaining measures (DCD)

Beginning of End-of-Life Discussions

GCS 5 or Less

Family is approached by TDS trained effective requestor to discuss donation options.

Donation after Brain Death

Donation after Circulatory Death

Medical Examiner does not preclude organ or tissue donation.
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